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BOMBERS VERSUS LIGHTERS OFF EGYPTIAN COAST

A severe blow has been dealt to Axis supplies by the destruction of

over twenty enemy power lighters off the Libyan and' Egyptian coasts during
the past three weeks* This is equivalent at the most conservative estimate

to the loads of at least fifteen hundred three-ton lorries sent to the bottom.

"The daily and nightly sinkings of power lighters by our aircraft must be

a source of anxiety to the enemy", said a senior officer of the R.A.F. as they

have lost almost a score off the coast in the past three weeks, while in enemy

occupied harbours several more have been destroyed or damaged.

Several types of aircraft, including naval aircraft, Royal Australian Air

Force light bombers and Royal Air Force long-range fighters have been

responsible for the marked success of these offensive operations. Several

thousand tons of supplies have been sent to the bottom of the sea, and what is

perhaps equally important, numerous lighters have been and set on fire

or left riddled with cannon shells and machine gun bullets.

Since each lighter carries the equivalent of ninety three-ton lorries and

can also handle medium and. large tanks, the value of these successes cannot be

under-estimated. Many of the lighters attacked carried their own guns and

were protected by flak ships and fighters.

Despite these precautions, the toll taken is rising daily, frith a peak on

August 7, when five vessels were accounted for in twelve hours. On the same

night an attack by naval aircraft on Mersa Matruh resulted in a further lighter

being destroyed, and at dawn on August 8, an Australian bomber squadron
wrote off another.

The lighters were between one hundred and two hundred feet long, and well

protected, but determined attacks pressed heme in the face of heavy opposition

have achieved inspiring results.


